INVOCATION

Beloved Mighty Christ I AM within and above, Beloved Christ I AM of all the people of Earth! Beloved Akasha and Asun, Beloved Jesus Christ, Beloved Great Germain, Mother Mary, Lord Kuthumi, El Morya, Serapis Bey, Master Hilarion, Lord Lanto, Najah, Mother Meta, Lord Chananda, Cha Ara, Lady Electra, Archangel Metatron, the Seven Great Archangels, the Seven Great Kumaras, Mighty Victory, Goddess Venus, Princess Mary Magdalene, Goddess of Victory, Mother Jennifer Nada, the Seven Mighty Elohim, the Seven Majestic Eloah, Director Logos, God of Gold, Beloved Queen of Light, Quan Yin, Lord Maitreya, Ascended Master Elect Lord Buddha, Lord Melchizedek, the Thirteen Goddesses, Beloved Helios and Vesta, Brothers and Sisters of the Gold and Rose Robes of the Physical Sun, CHARGE! our Calls and Decrees with whatever Sacred Fire Love and Rainbow Rays is necessary to PURIFY, ILLUMINE and FREE the consciousness of all Life in this world!

Great Cosmic Beings of Light from the Central Sun, Mighty Arceus, Golden Avatars, Immortals, and Great Angelic Host! Give these Decrees with us and Direct Uncountable Legions of Light to:

PURIFY, ILLUMINE and HARMONIZE the Earth, the atmosphere of Earth and all Life, Energy and Substance upon this Planet now! We are so grateful for Your Divine Intervention and Assistance!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST I AM! (3)

1. CALL FOR PEACE PURITY AND HARMONY THROUGH ALL LIFE

My Beloved I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved I AM Christ Presence of all the people of Earth, Beloved Goddesses Peace, Purity, Harmony, Mother Akasha and Thy Legions of Angels, Come forth into Action right now and Release OCEANS and OCEANS and OCEANS of Your Sacred Fire Love, Peace, Purity and Harmony into the atmosphere of Earth and Saturate it! Then DRIVE! (3) Your Sacred Fire Love, Peace, Purity and Harmony through the Mental and Feeling world of all humankind, the Powers of Nature, the Forces of the Elements and all Kingdoms of Life! Make us FEEL the Power and Mastery of Your Sacred Fire Love, Peace, Purity and Harmony over all conditions in this world and raise us into Your Ascended Master Hearts’ Flame Perfection forever!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST I AM! (3)

2. GODDESS OF PURITY’S DECREE FOR THE LOVE OF PURITY

Beloved Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Mighty I AM Christ Presence of all the people of Earth, Beloved Goddess of Purity I Demand Your INVINCIBLE LOVE OF PURITY FROM THE GREAT CENTRAL SUN come into me as a Living Flame of Eternal Happiness! (3) PURITY’S PURITY I AM! (3)
3. CALL FOR THE ASCENDED MASTER SPONSORS OF ALL NATIONS

Mighty Christ I AM within and above, Mighty I AM God Presence of all the people of Earth, Great Ascended Host, and Great Cosmic Beings from the Great Central Sun! We Demand and Command in the Name of Beloved Mother Akasha, Father Asun, Jesus the Christ, Great God Germain and the Director Logos, the Mightiest Divine Intervention and Assistance from the Great Central Sun’s Heart Flame in the Great Great Silence that opens the way for every Ascended Master Sponsor of every Nation of the World to be given Greater Authority, Power and Influence to help every Nation fulfill their Divine Plan and Destiny as Harmoniously, Peacefully and Perfectly as the Ascended Masters do it and as Quick as a Flash as the Ascended Masters See It! Beloved Ascended Master Sponsors of all Nations of the World, DRIVE! (3) Your Sacred Fire Love, Purity and Power through every Leader and every Person of every Nation that Compels them to Fulfill the Will of God’s Divine Plan!

ALMIGHTY CHRIST I AM! (3)

4. MIGHTY VICTORY’S CALL FOR MORE OF HIS COSMIC VICTORY

Beloved Mighty Christ I AM within and above! Beloved Mighty Victory and Thy Uncountable Legions of Victory! We Demand and Command that all throughout this year and all days to come that we are a Lightning Rod, a Generator, a Storehouse of Your Heart Flame of Cosmic Christ Victory! Flooding every area of our Lives and all we contact every moment of every day! That noone and nothing can resist, deny nor defy the Divine Feeling of Your Visible Tangible Victorious Cosmic Christ Flaming Presence here, there and everywhere in this world! Assisting every Life Stream and every particle of energy to the fulfillment of the Divine Plan! And that IS the Higher Purpose of Your Presence and Flame of Victory - FULFILLMENT! Make each of us a Cosmic Sun’s Presence of Your Heart’s Flame of Victory in this world and see to it that we become Untouchables as fast as You can! Move Heaven and Earth, every Planet, Star and Sun of this Universe to make it so! I Love You!

ALMIGHTY VICTORY I AM! (3)

5. ASUNS CALL FOR MORE PRODUCTION OF GOLD SILVER & GEMS

Beloved Mighty Christ I AM Presence within and above, Mighty Christ I AM Presence of the Earth, Mighty Christ I AM Presence of the Solar System, Beloved Lord the Maha Chohan, Beloved Great Gods and Goddesses within the Electronic belts of the Physical Sun and Great Central Sun! Under the Authority of Life that abides in my Heart Flame, I call upon You to Double the amount of Gold, Silver and Precious Gems that are growing within our planet, all in the Presence of Eternal Sacred Fire Purity. Use the Laws of Multiplication and Manifest all the Gold, Silver and Precious Gems and Metals that You know is going to deliver the Planet into Her Resurrection and Ascension Harmoniously and Permanently! See to it that the authority of my own Heart Flame Magnetizes to me all the precious gems, and such condensations of Light that my own life wishes to adorn the physical body with. I call upon the Great Central Sun Magnet’s Presence in my Heart Flame to draw to my physical body all that it requires to Resurrect and Ascend!

ASUN’S OPULENCE I AM! (3)
6. GOD AND GODDESS OF PEACE, ELOHIM PEACE AND ANGELS OF PEACE

Beloved I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved God and Goddess of Peace, Mighty Elohim of Peace, and Legions of Angels of the Peace Commanding Flame of Divine Love! Descend into the atmosphere of Earth and Project Your Mighty Gold and Emerald Green Flames of Invincible Peace, the Peace Commanding Presence of all energy, substance and vibration everywhere we abide, every moment of every day! Hold in through, and around us, our loved ones and all under this Radiation, Thy Peace Commanding Presence of Divine Love that forever Compels and Maintains Eternal Peace! Then Expand That Cosmic Feeling of Invincible Peace Blazing through us into the mental and feeling world of all the people of Earth that are caught in war, violence, and disease and Prove the Power of the Flame of Peace and Its Authority to Silence and Remove all discord forever! Draw forth into outer physical manifestation the Perfection of the Seventh Golden Age everywhere forever! We say to all Life, My Peace I give unto you, as the Angels and Ascended Masters’ Do!

ETERNAL PEACE I AM! (3)

7. A VERY IMPORTANT CALL TO THE BELOVED ANGELS

Beloved I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Angels I love you! Come, come, come and fill and charge my life, my world, my family, my loved ones, all personal and business activities of my life, and blaze into my field of dreams, blaze into the plans for my life, your Sacred Fire Love and the Eternal Master Flame whose single purpose is to see to it that I fulfill the Divine Plan that my own Mighty I AM Christ Presence has for me, and that I go forth in my Resurrection and fulfill my part as a Resurrected Master and Serve the Will of God in this Seventh Golden Age. I seal my call to you, Beloved Angels, in the most powerful words of God: I AM the Law! And I AM no respecter of the seeming human laws and seeming human powers in this world. I have no respect for them. My respect is reserved for the One Great Law, that Law being Love!

BELOVED I AM! (3)

8. HERCULES CALL TO SILENCE AND REMOVE THE VIRUS IN AMERICA

Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above, Mighty I AM Christ Presence of all the American people, Beloved Hercules, Mighty Astrea, Beloved Goddess of Liberty, Great God Germain, Mighty Victory, Archangel Michael, and all the Ascended and Angelic Host of Light! We Demand and Command that You Lead Uncountable Legions of Angels in all Their Sacred Fire Power and Purity, Cosmic Christ Blue Lightning Force and Action, Cosmic Violet Purifying and Consuming Flames in such All-Christ Cosmic Concentration! Come! (3) Uncountable Legions of Angels and surround New York City! and America! and Drive, Drive, Drive and Bind! Drive, Drive, Drive, and Bind! Drive, Drive, Drive and Bind! Your Sacred Fire Power into the coronavirus and Annihilate! (3) its cause, effect, record, and memory from the face of the Earth, right now, this instant and forever! O Great Host of Light, as this is accomplished in New York City and State, flood throughout all of America and then the World, Your Cosmic Activities of the Sacred Fire that set all Free and keep all Free today and forever! Thy Divine Love, Wisdom, and Power enfold and hold all Life Forevermore!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST I AM! (3)
9. I AM THE COSMIC LAW OF THE ASCENDED JESUS CHRIST

Beloved Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Master Jesus!

I AM THE COSMIC LAW OF THE ASCENDED JESUS CHRIST that has overcome the world, in full Command and Authority, inside and around me, over all human creation or human law that ever tries to touch me and all that is constructive, now made manifest, this instant and forever!

By the Ascended Jesus Christ Great Command

By Mother Akasha’s Willful Demand

By the Light of God that Never Fails

By the Love of the Mother that always Fulfills

I AM the Way, the Truth, and the Light, I AM the Resurrection and the Life, I AM the Open Door that no force can shut, I AM the Door to Everything, I AM the Song my Life does Sing!

I AM Who I AM! I AM What I AM! I AM That I AM!

I AM, I AM, I AM by all God’s Love I Know I AM! (3)

10. GODDESS OF PURITY’S DECREE FOR HER ALL-ENCOMPASSING LOVE

Beloved I AM Christ Presence within and above, God and Goddess of Purity, I thank You for Your Service in the Universe, and I call upon You, through the outpouring of Your Mighty Rays of Life, through the outpouring of Your Sacred Fire, to enfold me in Your All-Illumining Love, in Your All-Illumining Protection and Your All-Illumining Sacred Fire Purity, and hold these Mighty Activities in, through, and around me every moment of every day! CHARGE! (3) my consciousness, being, and world with Your All-Encompassing Love and Its Sacred Fire Feeling of Invincible Purity! Hold my Life in the Greatest Activity of Your Cosmic Luminous Presence of Eternal Purity and let nothing else qualify the Energy and Substance from my Great God Presence with anything other than PURITY! (9) We Love and Bless You God and Goddess of Purity!

SACRED FIRE PURITY I AM! (3)

11. GODS OF THE MOUNTAINS DECREE FOR MORE WEALTH

Mighty I AM God Presence within and above, Beloved Gods of the Mountains! We Demand and Command to Feel the Ascended Masters’ Harmony in the Feeling side of Life, so we may be Custodians of the Wealth of the world! We are Ready to experience the Limitless Abundance of every good thing flowing from the Heart Flame of our I AM Christ Presence down through our mind, body and feeling side of Life and out in every direction to all Life within range of our Consciousness! Assist us to be a Magnet’s Presence of all the money and supply this world has to offer to fulfill our part of the Divine Plan! Show us the Ascended Masters’ way to be Perfectly Balanced, Harmonious and Thrifty in the use of God’s Infinite Resources! I AM Ready to Beam Abundance to the World!

INFINITE ABUNDANCE I AM! (3)
12. GODDESS OF MUSIC AND THE MUSIC OF THE HIGHER SPHERES

Beloved Mighty Christ I AM within and above, Beloved Goddess of Music, Angels of Music and Mighty Temples of the Music of the Higher Spheres! We Demand and Command that You Release into the atmosphere of Earth the Miracle Music of the Spheres, make It audible for all ears to hear! Compel all humankind to be open and receptive to the Music of God’s own Heart Flame and so susceptible that they may have the visible tangible proof of Thy Miracle Music of the Spheres that can change anything and everything that has been desecrated or destroyed back into its Original Divine Blueprint and far more Beautiful than it was before! Music that can heal all wounds; mental, emotional and physical. Music that can re-grow limbs, Replenish the Liquid Light that flows through the nerve canals of the physical body and the Planet! Revitalize, Rebuild and Restore the Powers of Nature, the Forces of the Elements and all Kingdoms of Life in this World to their Original Sacred Geometry, Purity, Beauty, Harmony, Luminosity and Perfection! I AM Ready to Experience the Musical Mastery of the Higher Spheres in full outer physical manifestation this instant and forever!

ASYMPHONIA I AM! (3)

≈ Heart Centered Meditation ≈

13. RELEASE NEW DISPENSATIONS

Mighty I AM God Presence within and above, Beloved Lord Maha Chohan, God and Goddess of Purity, Beloved Seven Mighty Elohim and Seven Majestic Eloah, Beloved Mighty Victory, Archangel Michael, all the Ascended and Angelic Host of our Planetary and Solar Spiritual Hierarchy, Great Cosmic Beings of Light from the Great Central Sun!

We Demand every Power and Force of the Sacred Fire come forth and Restore and Make Anew the World Economy!

Release New Dispensations! (3) To Restore and Make Anew the World Economy!

(repeat before each command line)

   Almighty God I AM!
   By God’s own Hand!
   The Ascended Masters’ Way!
   And do it today, do it to Stay! And

   (Force the Renewal! (3) of the World Economy!) (3)

   By the Cosmic Christ Blue Lightning Power and Victory! (3)
   With Oceans of the Great Central Sun’s Sacred Fire Purity! (3)

   ALMIGHTY CHRIST I AM! (3)
We demand every Power and Force of the Sacred Fire come forth and do Its Perfect work!

Release New Dispensations! (3) that Resurrects the physical bodies of all humankind!

(repeat before each command line)

Almighty God I AM!
By God’s own Hand!
The Ascended Masters’ Way!
And do it today, do it to Stay! And

(Force the Resurrection! (3) of all the physical bodies of all humankind!) (3)

By the Cosmic Christ Blue Lightning Power and Victory! (3)
With Oceans of the Great Central Sun’s Sacred Fire Purity! (3)
ALMIGHTY CHRIST I AM! (3)

We demand every Power and Force of the Sacred Fire come forth and Silence and Remove the destructive use of free will!

Release New Dispensations! (3) to Silence and Remove the destructive use of free will!

(repeat before each command line)

Almighty God I AM!
By God’s own Hand!
The Ascended Masters’ Way!
And do it today, do it to Stay! And

(Force the Removal! (3) of all destructive use of free will!) (3)

By the Cosmic Christ Blue Lightning Power and Victory! (3)
With Oceans of the Great Central Sun’s Sacred Fire Purity! (3)
ALMIGHTY CHRIST I AM! (3)

14. BELOVED GODDESS OF LIBERTY’S CALL FOR OCEANS OF LIBERTY

Beloved I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Goddess of Liberty, Great Cosmic Mother of the United States of America, come, come, come and with the entire Ascended Host and Great Cosmic Beings of Light, continue to build such a Mighty Storehouse of Oceans and Oceans and Oceans of Your Cosmic Blue Flames of Liberty, Power, Purity and Freedom! For the moment that Beloved God Germain advises You to release the Sacred Fire into the entire lower atmosphere above America, Compelling every eye to be raised to see the Loving Presence of Liberty is COME!
15. CALL TO THE CONSTELLATIONS OF OUR UNIVERSE

Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above, Mighty I AM Christ Presence of every Life Stream embodied and awaiting embodiment! We Demand and Command the Mightiest Divine Intervention and Assistance from all the Constellations of our Universe! Come Beloved Beings of Cosmic Light, Love, and Sacred Fire Mastery! Enter into the Earth’s atmosphere and Reveal Thy Eternal Dominion over all Forces in Creation! Show the people of Earth that there is so much more to Life than we are told or shown by the corrupt beings that temporarily govern this third dimension. Unveil the hidden mysteries of Life, Teach us the True Knowledge and Eternal Wisdom of the Tree of Life Consciousness and Make us Whole Light Beings of Divine Love once again! We thank You!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST I AM! (3)

16. ANGEL LEGATE AMUD HAESH PILLAR OF FIRE

Beloved I AM Christ Presence within and above, Angel Legate Amud HaEsh, Beloved Mighty Helios, Lord Asun and Grandmaster Melchizedek! We Demand and Command the anchoring of the Pillars of Fire, the Unfed Flames of God from the Great Central Sun into every city, town, village and hamlet! Maintain, Sustain and Expand these Mighty God Flames with Thy Authority and Power! You have the Will of our Call and the Promise of our Heart Flames to hold this Infinite Blessing in our Conscious Awareness, until It becomes Visible and Tangible before the outer physical sight of all humankind! Teach us and all life the importance These Flames are for the manifestation of the Seventh Golden Age! And Compel the Archangels and Thy Legions of the Angelic Host to be the Guardians of These Mighty Flames, so They remain and Perfect this World sooner rather than later!

PILLAR OF FIRE I AM! (3)

17. BELOVED LADY MASTER NADA’S CALL FOR MORE INSPIRATION

Beloved I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Lady Master Nada and Thy Legions of Angels of Inspiration! Come Forth into action right now and Charge Your Unfed Flames of Inspiration into my Feeling Body, Anchor, Sustain and Expand These Mighty Flames with Ease and Grace! You are the Goddess of Inspiration, Come with Thy Angels and Keep fanning Your Flames of Inspiration with Your Ascended Master Feeling of Divine Confidence! Confidence in my Self, Confidence in God, Confidence in my Master Teachers Akasha and Asun, Confidence in the Ascended Masters and Great Cosmic Beings, Confidence in the Angels, Confidence in the Powers of Nature and the Forces of the Elements, Confidence in the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan of my Life and all things that are to Manifest in this Seventh Golden Age! Keep the Sacred Fire of Inspiration Alive in every cell of my Mind, Body and Feeling side of Life and Blaze It into all Life I contact each day! I Love You!

INSPIRING LIFE I AM! (3)
18. ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL’S CALL FOR ALL IN NURSING HOMES

Beloved Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Archangel Raphael! We Call to You to send an Angel of Love, Healing, and Comfort to all those Lifestreams that have been quarantined and left alone in homecare facilities and hospitals around the world. Be with them Precious Angels, make Yourselves Visible and Tangible to their outer physical sight and assist them to make their Recovery or Transition with ease and Grace, God Bless You Beloved Angels, we Thank You!

ALMIGHTY HARMONY I AM! (3)

19. BELOVED ARCHANGEL MICHAEL’S CALL FOR FIRST RESPONDERS

Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above! Beloved Archangel Michael and Thy Legions of Cosmic Blue Flames! We Call upon You to use Your Authority and send an Angel of the Cosmic Blue Flame to stand Guard over all individuals serving as First Responders in the outer world, all who are in the medical field, such as doctors, nurses, surgeons, paramedics, and physicians! Draw around them all, a Ring Pass Not of Cosmic Blue Flames and keep them Safe, Protected, and Invincible against all harm forever! Charge them with Thy Sacred Fire Feeling of Cosmic Courage and Strength to keep on showing up and serving to the best of their ability their fellowman and woman to overcome all disease and illness! Use Your Cosmic Swords of Cosmic Blue Flame and Cut away all human deceit and shadows, and Illumine the Consciousness of all Life with Your Cosmic Light and Love! I AM the Immortal Power and Protection of the Angelic Host! I AM the Cosmic Law of the Angels Victorious Action to the Earth! I AM the Joyful Joy of the Angels Presence with us now!

ALMIGHTY TRUTH I AM! (3)

20. FREE THE LANDS AND PEOPLE of EUROPE, ASIA, AFRICA, MIDDLE EAST

Mighty Christ I AM within and above, I Demand and Command the Great Central Sun’s Sacred Fire Mastery of Eternity Blaze through the Beautiful Lands and People of Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East Compelling the Purification of all etheric records of war, hatred and violence! Blazing through the mental and feeling world of every Life Stream, dissolving and consuming all human creation and opening the way for the return to Higher Christ Consciousness! Reveal, Nurture and Fulfill the Akashic Records of all these Beautiful People and Lands by the Will of the Rose Pink Flames of Mother Akasha! And the Full Power of the Great Central Sun Magnet’s Presence!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST I AM! (3)

≈ Heart Centered Meditation ≈

21. CALL TO LORD MAHA CHOHAN TO ASSIST THE POWERS OF NATURE

Beloved Mighty I AM God Presence within and above, Beloved Lord Maha Chohan and Your Angels of Sacred Fire Purifying Love! I Demand You Release from the Heart Flames of the Physical Sun and the Great Central Sun every Activity of the Sacred Fire’s Purifying Love and Cosmic Light
Substance, to keep Charging into the Powers of Nature and Forces of the Elements everywhere, causing them to become the Purity, Luminosity and Beauty of the Ascended Masters’ Octave! Do the same in, through, and around our physical bodies, so that only God’s Perfect Health, Strength, Energy, and Beauty is expressing for the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan of the Resurrection and Ascension! Dear Maha Chohan, make my Life a Source of the Shadowless Light, a Light that casts no shadows!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST I AM! (3)

22. BLUE FLAME GRID PROTECTION THROUGHOUT THE THREE AMERICAS

Beloved Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above and Beloved Goddess of Liberty! CHARGE! (3) Your Mighty Electronic Grid of Cosmic Blue Flame throughout the three Americas. Intensify, Expand, and Strengthen Your Cosmic Blue Flame Shields, Walls and Circles of Liberty and Justice, up and down, in, through and around the ground and atmosphere of the three Americas and ANNIHILATE! (3) all destructive plans before they can act, encroach or approach! RELEASE! (3) Limitless Legions of Your Angels of Cosmic FREEDOM through America and the world and By the Invincible Cosmic Blue Flame’s Power! Beloved Goddess of Liberty increase Thy LIBERTY! and JUSTICE! each hour! We thank Thee with all our Heart’s Love, Beloved Goddess of Liberty!

ETERNAL LIBERTY I AM! (3)

23. CALL TO THE ANGELS TO PREVENT ALL RIOTING

Beloved I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Angels we Love You! Come and DRIVE! (3) ! Your Cosmic Christ Blue Lightning into all rioting, all violence, and all hatred everywhere throughout the world! Silence and remove the cause, effect, record, and memory of all inharmonious activity within the consciousness of all Life in this world! Deliver the Charge of Your Sacred Fire Feeling of Invincible Peace, Purity, Harmony, and Divine Justice through the consciousness of all Life and Hold Your Eternal Dominion which Raises all into the Will of God made Manifest everywhere forever! We Accept the Visible Tangible Presence of the Angelic Host everywhere throughout the world, Compelling the Recognition, Acceptance, and Invitation to Beings that can Change this Planet and the people from human consciousness into Christ Consciousness! Angels Descend and Defend!

THE ANGELS OF GOD NEVER FAIL! (3)

24. ASCENDED MASTER CONSCIOUSNESS DECREE (Beloved Mighty Victory)

Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Ascended Masters! CHARGE! (3) and keep Charging The Radiant Rose Academy, the Messengers and all the Students with The Ascended Masters Consciousness! See to it that we live every moment of our Lives in the Ascended Masters Consciousness that contains everything! Every Blessing, Gift, Quality, Power and Service of the Light from the Ascended Masters’ Octave that enables us to fulfill the Ascended Masters’ Divine Plan of this Incoming Seventh Golden Crystal Age, the Ascended Masters’ Way! We are so Grateful for this Gift!

BELOVED I AM! (3)
25. BELOVED MIGHTY VICTORY’S CALL for SUPER ELECTRONS RESTORED

Beloved Mighty Christ I AM within and above! Beloved Mighty Victory! Come, Come, Come with Your Legions of the Immortals, the Eloheim, the Arceus, the Archangels, the Golden Avatars, the Goddesses, and Angels of Victory! And Strike Your Electronic Force of Victory into the Super Electrons of the Hearts of the people of Earth, Compelling those Electrons to open, that God may Birth the Unfed Flame in the Hearts of the people! Restoring the Divine Memory and Feeling of Being the Mighty Unfed Flame of God and Realizing that the physical body is but the Instrument through which the Great God Presence that they Truly are is expressing and fulfilling Its Divine Plan! I AM the Divine Will of Perfection’s Flame in all God’s Victorious Action Manifesting this Decree here, there, and everywhere throughout the hearts of all humankind! Right now, this instant and forever!

ALMIGHTY VICTORY’S VICTORY I AM! (3)

26. PELLEUR’S DECREE FOR THE CLEANSING OF THE EARTH ELEMENT

Beloved Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Lord Maha Chohan! Please Give Beloved Mighty Pelleur the approval to bring up Billions and Billions and Billions of Gnomes and Dwarves to the surface of the Earth to Cleanse the Earth Element of all poisons, toxins and pollutants so they do not become part of the physical bodies of the people and wreck havoc upon the surface of the Planet! I Command and Demand Limitless Legions of Violet Purifying Flame Angels come in and Protect the Gnomes and Dwarves so they can Perform this Task! We thank you!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST I AM! (3)

27. BELOVED HELIOS’ CALL TO LIGHT UP THE PHYSICAL BODY

My Beloved Grand Cosmic Being within, Beloved Mighty Helios, I call upon You to breathe the Fire Breath of the Almighty through me. I ask You to increase the concentration of oxygen levels within the circulatory system of my physical garment, the temple of the Most High Living God! Increase every quality of Divine Love and Light and Sacred Fire Mastery within every cell of my body. Mighty Helios, Amplify and Intensify the Radiation of every Point of Light, of every electron, in every cell! Burn out the dross, remove the impurities and reveal the Self-Luminous, Imperishable Substance of the God I AM throughout this physical embodiment!

I do not accept distress or limitation in this body, I no longer accept the limiting appearances and conditions of the outer world. I AM embracing You, Mighty Helios, Your Heart Flames, the Radiation of Your Heart Flames, Your Ascended Master Feelings passing through my feeling side of life, Your Thoughts and Ideas, Your Crystal Clear skies in my mental body, and I AM seeing Light, Light, Light and more Light, for I AM ready to experience my Higher Christ Mind, the Holy Spirit, and the Radiant Rose Soul unifying within my multi-body system, that my physical garment can truly become the Temple of the most High Living God, Immortal, Eternal, and Everlasting! Beloved Helios, do this for me now! I Love You!

SELF-LUMINOUS I AM! (3)
28. MOTHER MARY AND THE CRYSTAL RAYS & COSMIC BLUE LIGHTNING

Beloved I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Lord Maha Chohan, Beloved Mother Mary, and Mighty Elohim Cyclopea! Release OCEANS and OCEANS and OCEANS of Your Cosmic Christ Blue Lightning Fire into all substance and form in our Planet Earth and FREE that substance of all destructive energy it has taken on. I Call upon the Great Maha Chohan, Mighty Cyclopea and Beloved Mother Mary, Goddess of Earth, to keep BUILDING and BUILDING and BUILDING Their Mighty storehouse of Crystal Flames and Rays and start projecting BILLIONS and BILLIONS and BILLIONS of Crystal Rays into our lower atmosphere that becomes Their Cosmic Christ Blue Lightning Power, Purity and Force in Action! That goes into all substance that is saturated with destruction, and pulls that energy out, Cleans it and gives it back to our Beloved Planet! I Thank You!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST I AM! (3)

29. BELOVED GOD TABOR’S DECREE FOR STRENGTH OF LIGHT

Beloved Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Gods of the Mountains! I Demand and Command that You direct the Great Mountain Strength of Light into the base of my spine and draw forth the Electronic Force of the Mountains up and around me that repels all evil and dissolves and consumes all evil that ever tries to touch my Life, everywhere forever! I acknowledge, accept, and adore the Mighty Electronic Force of the Great Mountain Ranges and Structures of Earth! I Call upon all of the Gods of the Mountains to Create, Maintain, and Sustain a constant stream of the Great Strength of the Light of the Mountains, the Electronic Force from the Mountains, directly into the base of my spine and maintain It all throughout my Life, even unto my Ascension! I will Consciously quiet and still myself, connect my Heart Flame, and Feel the Inner Roar of the Electronic Force of the Mountain Ranges and Structures of Earth!

MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT I AM! (3)

30. GODDESS OF NATURE’S DECREE FOR BLESSING OF NATURE AND BODY

Beloved Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Goddess of Nature, while my physical body rests, Project a cocoon of Metamorphosis around it and see to it that it sleeps beautifully and undisturbed. I Command Nature’s Elements of my own physical body to open and respond to Feel You Breathe Your Divine Love of Nature and the Inner Essence of Your Heart Flame into the cells, that assists the unfoldment of Transformation, Transmutation, Transfiguration and Metamorphosis! Beloved Goddess of Nature, Charge and Expand the Feeling of the Inner Essence of Your Sacred Fire Orchid in and around me, that I may Feel such Beauty and Loveliness and Adoration unto Nature!

ALMIGHTY SLEEPING BEAUTY I AM! (3)

31. OPEN THE DOOR TO EVERYTHING

Beloved Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Mother Akasha, Angels of the Rose Pink Flames, Beloved Goddesses and All Who Come from the Shekinah Universes! Open the Door to Everything and Cause us to Experience the Limitless Genius and Creativity of the Soul!
32. ARCEUS CALL FOR NEW SACRED GEOMETRIES

Mighty Christ Presence I AM within and above, Beloved Mother Akasha, Master Jesus, and Mighty Arceus! By the Authority of the Ascended Jesus Christ and His Ascended Jesus Christ Great Command to Life, we are ready to fulfill His Prophecies of the coming Untouchables!

Mighty Arceus, Expand Your Sacred Geometries within our Consciousness, Being and World! (repeat)

By the Ascended Jesus Christ Great Command! (3)
By Grand Master Melchizedek’s Great Command! (3)
By Archangel Metatron’s Great Command! (3)
By Lord Maitreya’s Great Command! (3)
By the Queen of Light’s Great Command! (3)
SACRED GEOMETRY I AM! (3)

33. MIGHTY VICTORY ON SAFETY, SECURITY AND PROTECTION

Beloved Mighty I AM Christ Presence within and above, Beloved Mighty Victory! I AM the Cosmic Security of the Great Central Sun’s Magnet’s Presence anchored in, through, and around me! I AM the Cosmic Security of the Ascended and Angelic Hosts’ Presence wherever I abide! I AM the Cosmic Security of the Physical Sun’s Almighty Power, Presence, and Intelligence all around me!

ASCENDED MASTER SECURITY I AM! (3)

34. AMPLIFICATION DECREES TO MULTIPLY OUR CALLS

I AM the COSMIC LAW of God’s Sacred Fire Power and Authority Charging into every Decree ever given and those yet to come, the Ascended Masters Consciousness and Beloved Akasha’s Will of the Great Central Sun that now COMPELS! (3) Its Instantaneous Fulfillment and Manifestation! Beloved Master Germain, AMPLIFY our Decrees 9 times 900 Billion to make up for those who are not yet Calling! Great Host of Ascended Masters, Send Unlimited Legions of Angels of Sacred Fire Love to Blaze into all un-awakened constructive individuals who are calling for Peace and trying to make a difference on this Planet! Silence and Remove all Fear from their consciousness and AMPLIFY their Calls 9 times 900 Billion, and Charge them with Your world enfolding Victory!

I AM Mighty Victory’s Feeling of Cosmic Victory manifest through every Decree! We are Mighty Victory’s Cosmic Flame of Victory in all we think, feel, say and do, fulfilling the Ascended Masters’ Divine Plan for the Earth, Its atmosphere and all Life everywhere forever until ALL are RESURRECTED, ASCENDED and FREE! To all Life journeying the way of the Earth, we say in the Words of Beloved Mother Mary: “I Bless you, I Bless you, I Bless you, with the Ascended Masters’ Sacred Fire Hearts’ Flame Love, Purity, Power and Victory of Eternal Peace!” The Light of God Never Fails, the Love of God Always Fulfills and the Truth of God Always Prevails!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST I AM! (3)